The results of the mode coupling theory (MCT) for the slow relaxation processes in a liquid of hard spheres close t o the liquid t o glass transition are discussed. It is also shown that the MCT makes quantitative statements about the glassy structure, the relaxation processes in an intermediate time window and the final relaxation in the liquid phase. These results demonstrate the physical mechanism described by the idealized MCT and can be used to test the approximations of the theory experimentally.
Introduction
The dynamics of dense liquids exhibits slow processes which one would like to understand from the underlying microscopic parameters of the system. As the equilibrium structure of simple liquids is relatively well understood [l] a connection of the dynamics to the static structure appears desirable. The local structure of liquids is dominated by the excluded volume effect. Due to the hard core repulsion each particle possesses a volume which cannot be entered by other particles. A liquid of hard spheres with diameter d is a simple theoretical model exhibiting this effect.
The density n = hT/V of this liquid can be adjusted by constraining N spheres to a volume V. The properties of this system in thermodynamic equilibrium handily depend on one parameter only, the packing fraction q = znd3. q measures the 24 (1995) relative volume belonging t o one sphere and can be varied in between cp = 0 and cp M 0.64 the value for random close packing if crystallization is prevented [2] . The equilibrium structure is well understood whereas the long time dynamics of a dense liquid of hard spheres has been studied theoretically only recently. Some of the new results shall be discussed below. The theoretical frame for these studies is provided by the mode coupling theory (MCT) of the liquid t o glass transition whose general contents is covered in more detail in the reviews [3, 4, 51. This article discusses various results of the MCT focussing on the quantitative, predictive nature of the MCT for simple liquids. Not the more universal results like the existence of power law relaxations and scaling laws shall be discussed in this article but the specific results which demonstrate the underlying physical mechanism in a simple liquid.
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Only the so called idealized MCT will be discussed which deals with the cage effect also known from the dynamics of liquids of intermediate density [l, 61. A particle is trapped in the cage formed by its neighbors. Each one of the neighboring particles again is trapped by its neighbors and a movement of one of the particles is possible only if the cages rearrange cooperatively. This feedback mechanism slows down the dynamics drastically if the particle density is increased.
In equilibrium, the local structure, i.e. the existence of a well defined shell of next neighbors, is dominated by the hard core repulsion. This shows up in the density fluctuations p f = Jd3re"i-(p(F) -n) as measured by the static structure factor S, = &(Q-~Q,-) on the length scale of the inverse average particle distance q x 27r/d. For rather general interaction potentials the shape of S, around its peak at yo can be parametrized within an effective hard sphere liquid [l] . Therefore in a liquid of hard spheres, one can expect t o study the essence of the cage effect, which as well is dominated by correlations on the average inter-particle distance (41. Generally, it can be assumed that the so called hopping processes which open another decay channel for density fluctuations are present in a dense liquid of hard spheres as well. Within the extended MCT the range of applicability of the idealized MCT can be determined. One finds that the results of the idealized MCT remain valid for densities p below a transition region around a critical packing fraction pc. For densities close and above (pc hopping processes lead to qualitative changes which, in an intermediate time window, have been worked out [7] . The results of the idealized MCT can, however, not only serve as a first approximation t o the more complicated extended theory. Moreover, there appear to be experimental systems where hopping corrections can be neglected. Colloidal suspensions of hard spheres have been studied by dynamic light scattering and within experimental uncertainty no indications of the corrections due to the hopping processes have been found [S] .
In summary, the hard sphere liquid is ideally suited in order to study the consequences of the cage effect as described by the idealized MCT. Its equilibrium structure is well understood and depends on one externd parameter 'p only. The
Verlet-Weis approximation for the static structure factor S,(' p) has been checked by molecular dynamics results up to densities of 'p M 0.5 [l] . Starting with the work of Boltzmann and Enskog the dynamics of a dilute system of hard spheres has been treated extensively [l, 61. An experimental system has been found whose equilibrium properties agree with that of the theoretical model [2] . Interestingly, this system consists of mesoscopic hard spheres dispersed in a solvent and is studied by static and dynamic light scattering; see the contribution of van Megen and Underwood in this volume. This article discusses the existence of glass transition singularities in the idealized MCT in section 2. In section 3, the dynamics in an intermediate time window, the so called P-process, is characterized. In this dynamical window, a separation of spatial and temporal dependences is obtained as an universal result of the MCT. The spatial variation will identify the physical mechanism leading to the &dynamics in simple liquids. Section 4 presents some MCT results for the final &-relaxation in the liquid state. There, non-universal and wave vector dependent results are obtained. Results from probability theory shed light on the contents of the MCT description of the a-process.
Glass transition singularities of the idealized MCT
The MCT of simple liquids is based on equations of motion for density fluctuation
which is normalized to unity @,(t = 0) = 1. Q , ( t ) and the incoherent intermediate scattering function Q:(t) = (eig''(t)-."(o))) are well defined functions of Iinear response theory and can be measured by neutron or light scattering experiments.
The dynamics of both correlators is connected to two memory functions M i ( t ) and M,S(t) which provide simpler starting points for approximations [l, 61: where v 2 = $ and 0; = y. M i ( t ) and M,S(t) are retarded damping functions.
Let us at first consider an approximation which neglects memory effects in the damping functions: M$"(t) = 2rqd(t) and M$"(t) = 2I';6(t). Equations (1) in this case generally describe damped harmonic oscillations. The coherent density fluctuations for small wave vectors q lead to propagating sound waves with @f)(t) = (cos0,t+(R,rq/2) sin0qt)e-~q2', with y = r0v2/2S0. The incoherent density fluctuations for small wave vectors show diffusive behavior: @;(')(t) = e -D S q Z t ,
with D" = l/rt. In hydrodynamics, the separation of time scales, expressed in the assumptions for Mi(') and M$O), is justified by considering the hydrodynamic slow variables for q ---f 0. The neglect of temporal correlations in the memory functions, however, in general, is not possible in liquids at high densities due to the glass transition singularity [9, lo] . This is elaborated by the MCT. In this context it has to be mentioned that temperature fluctuations, which would show up in @,(t), are neglected throughout this paper for the sake of simplicity. 
The approximations of the idealized MCT treating repeated and correlated collisions of particles which lead to back-flow and cage effect are described in the article of In order to demonstrate the role of the cage effect, let us at first consider an oversimplified model which neglects binary collisions completely, i.e.:
M i ( t ) = rnq(t)
and
M,S(t) = m i ( t ) .

(4)
The model now consists of the closed set of equations (l), (3) 
VC (5)
This result follows from the observation that self consistent MCT equations like 
stay finite for p M yc the equations (6) will not change with tmicro denoting the short time cut off [3] .
In equations (3) and (6) Some direct consequences of the result that the long time dynamics of a dense liquid is described by equations (3) and (6) stem from the fact that these equations are fully determined by S,. First, because of the prominent peak in S,(p,), which dominates the vertices in (3) and is rather universal for general simple liquids, one expects that the observed singularity exists in various liquids [4] . Second, because of the identical equilibrium structure displayed by hard spheres in vacuum and by hard spheres in a solvent, one deduces that both liquids display the same asymptotic dynamics close to y,. Especially an "atomic liquid of hard spheres in vacuum'' and a "system of colloidal hard spheres dispersed in some solvent" should possess the identical critical density cp, , the same exponents like 7 
where Do = x' and D, = 3.
The above result (6) of the MCT derived for "atomic" hard spheres described by equation (1) shows that the memory functions 3' and M" close to cpc can be written as:
where m q ( t ) and md(t) are given in formulae (3) and Mi(BD) and M,"(BD) are memory functions which relax on finite time scales for close t o pc. The damping functions h4p(BD) in principle may contain the so called hydrodynamic interactions which are peculiar to colloidal suspensions. It is not surprising that equations (8) and (9) (9) . This is also exemplified in Fig. 1 , where the self diffusion coefficients Ds(cp) are plotted as obtained from the numerical solutions of equations ( 3 ) and (8) 1.e.:
One may consider calculating the memory functions from equations (11) and using them in equations (8) in order to obtain the first order approximations @ p ) ( t ) and @ ; ( ' ) ( t ) as a perturbative treatment of the self-consistency problem in (8), ( 3 ) and (10). In Fig. 1 [19] . Again the equations (8,3,10) were solved numerically. For low densities, the expected almost exponentional decay is observed. At higher densities, however, one clearly notices the evolution of a two step decay process. 'Pq(t) decays slowly around some q-dependent plateau value denoted by j,C and relaxes to zero on a much longer time scale ~, ( p ) . This T~( ( P ) is found to be proportional t o the ~( p ) in equation (5) 
where the same o and to enter as in equation (5) tU(p-(p,) , with C' = 2.26 for p > pc . (14) Whereas the static structure factor in Fig. 3b only changes smoothly around (pc, the non-ergodicity parameter f, changes drastically as can be seen in Fig. 3a . Fig. 3a also gives some indication for the range of applicability of the asymptotic results which will be discussed in the later sections. The asymptotic result (14) In Fig. 2 , if one reads off a time scale t$ where the decay of the @,(t) crosses over to the rising plateau fp((p), one notices that this time is proportional to the time scale t, given in (13) and decreases with increasing density. After this cursory glimpse on the dynamical singularity at (pc, some remarks about the value of (numerical) solutions of the full set of MCT equations (1,2,3) or (3, 8, 9 ) might be appropriate.
First, the comparison in Fig. 1 shows that the perturbative calculation for D" clearly does not capture the feed-back mechanism contained in the full equations.
Second, equations (3) and (6) valid for cp -+ pC and t >> tmicro capture this feed-back mechanism. Two scaling laws, the so called P-and a-relaxation scaling laws capture the essence of these mathematical non-linearities, see [3] for more information.
In order t o describe the dynamics of a hard sphere liquid for all densities and for shorter times as well, reliable approximations for the microscopic memory functions like AdBC) and AdBD) are necessary. For the long time dynamics, however, the solutions of the two asymptotic scaling laws contain more information because the feed-back mechanism can be studied without system specific microscopic corrections. Third, comparisons with experiments on hard sphere liquids show that the approximations (3) lead to a critical packing fraction pC M 0.525 which is roughly 10 % lower than the experimental value (p? M 0.58 [22] . The difficulty of calculating the values of critical densities or temperatures is known from such calculations in the field of phase transitions. In order to make meaningful comparisons between the theoretical results close t o the singularity and the experimental data, the separation from the critical density has to be used instead of the density itself. Allowing for this use of E and the unknown time scale to equations (3) and (6) or the asymptotic scaling laws discussed in the next sections provide a description of the long time dynamics which is fully determined from the static structure factor S,. For example, the ratio D"/Do will rather coincide for different systems, if the S, and consequently the u are similar.
This corresponds well to a recent finding that, at the density of freezing, 
The first scaling law region
The dynamics of the MCT equations can be simplified considerably for aq(t) close to the plateau value ji and for small differences of the vertices V(f, g) in (3) from their values at the critical density [3] . One obtains a separation of spatial and temporal dependences in the limit p + pc and t, + co [20] : 
Except for these material dependent values the p-correlator g$(z) characterizes the type of singularity at pc (Az-Whitney fold bifurcation in this case) and may for example be studied in simplified schematic MCT models, as well. At present, the value of the exponent parameter A, which follows from a complicated integral over all wave vectors [20] , cannot be connected to specific material properties.
The contents of the scaling law (15) is displayed in Fig. 4 . There, the p-correlator for the case of liquid and glass is obtained from the curves ; . In (b), the correlators for the two wave vectors qo = 4.4/a (broken lines) and q1 = 2.l/a (solid lines) are compared at the packing fractions closest to the critical density.
expanding window in time. For fixed density, replotted curves for different wave vectors overlap in a time window, thereby, tracing out the p-correlator. The wave vector dependence of the corrections to (15) is apparent in Fig. 4 .
The wave vector dependent non-universal quantities fi and h, characterize the transport mechanism which leads to the appearance of the power law decay in g$ [3] .
At the critical packing fraction cpc the correlation functions arrest for long times at their non-ergodicity values fi. The Fourier transform F ( T ) = 1 + f % ( 2 4 e'FS, fi describes the frozen in structure of the glass at the critical density cpc. F ( r ) may be compared with other descriptions of the structure of an amorphous solid. A configuration of randomly packed hard spheres leads to an irregular lattice with a site-site pair correlation function gL(< -2) obtainable for example by computer studies [24] . At the density at which the transition from an amorphous solid to a liquid takes place, one can expect the particles to be distributed around their sites 2;
with some probability distribution t$(F-Z) which is characterized by the Lindemann Fig. 5 Comparison of the glassy structure F ( r ) (solid line) of the MCT at the critical packing fraction cpc with the smeared out random close packed structure (broken line) obtained from the computer study in [24] and using the Lindemann ratio; from [13] . The average distance equals a x 0.62d. 
H
Equations (17) and ( agree with the quantities discussed in chapter 3 and may experimentally be measured using either (15) or (19). Equation (19) also shows that the a-relaxation amplitudes fp' or functions of them determine various dispersion relations. For example, the longitudinal sound velocity c, in the glass at (pc or in the liquid for frequencies which lie in the range 1 /~ <( w <( l/t, follows: c, = cod-M 1.51 CO. Here co denotes the isothermal sound velocity of the liquid. Similarly the transversal sound velocity ct turns out to be ct x 0.64 co for the hard sphere liquid [14] . One notices in equation (18) however, the time temperature superposition principle is obtained [3] . It states that the shape of the a-relaxation curves is independent of cp and given by the a-master functions 6,(i). The corrections to the a-scaling law in (18) are of order 0. So they even are one order of f i smaller than the relative corrections to the ,&scaling law in (15) . From the discussion of the range of validity of the square root behavior of the non-ergodicity parameters one estimates that the a-scaling law applies for (pc-cp -< 0.09 roughly. with wave vector dependent amplitudes f f , relaxation times ? , and stretching exponents p, [14] . In formula (21) ? , is the density independent prefactor introduced 0.4 r I Fig. 8 Normalized spectrum of the longitudinal modulus cjriz~=o(k) [14] . The von In contrast to the localized P-process the a-process includes transport over large distances. The mean square displacement W ( t ) defined by [16] The P-scaling law describes the slowing down of W ( t ) around W, [3] . During the a-process the mean square displacement starts t o grow, starting from W, like:
and then smoothly crosses over to the hydrodynamic linear asymptote.
The contents of the a-master functions for small and intermediate wave vectors
q is tightly connected to the static structure factor. The generally good fit of the Kohlrausch function may also be reasoned. It interpolates in between the fractal high frequency and the regular low frequency wing exhibited by the a-master spectra.
Yet the observed trend of these fits to improve with increasing q and the trend Pq + b for q -+ oc, sheds more light on the description of the a-process offered by the idealized MCT. From probability theory Levy's generalization of the central limit theorem must be mentioned [27] . He considered stochastically independent processes q whose (identical) distribution function f(z) he characterized by an exponent a with 0 < a 5 2. Leaving f(z) otherwise totally unspecified a only has to determine the power law tail of the density f(z) = O(Z-'-~) for z + 00. Levy then could prove that the appropriately normalized sum X = &(zl+ . . . + ZN) in the limit N + co possesses a probability distribution F ( X ) which is uniquely determined by a. In the case of a = 2, the well known standard central limit theorem is obtained with F ( X )
given by the Gaussian distribution function. In this case, the characteristic function
clearly is a Gaussian as well. For a < 2 however the characteristic function F ( t ) is given by the Kohlrausch function with exponent a, F ( t ) = e-'a [27] . In probability theory, therefore, the In the MCT a-equation (20), the correlators &q(i) may be envisaged as characteristic functions corresponding to the probability densities &: (6) > 0. Of course the a-master equations are coupled integral equations. This shows that the assumption of stochastically independent processes underlying the a-process fails in general.
There are the discussed effects of the static structure factor on the results for &q(i). MCT. In a first approximation it can be envisaged as resulting from a superposition of stochastically independent processes all sharing the same von Schweidler law (19) .
Such a neglect of the coupling in the equations (20), however, in general fails t o explain the 6,(9 for finite wave vectors, where the static structure, as described by S,, strongly influences the a-relaxation. As discussed for wave vectors q of the order of qo, the relaxation times ? , and stretching exponents p, are directly correlated to s, *
